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CHAma I

It requires but Clll!'SOl7 observation to substantiate theproposition that there is a large and increasing incidence of amiety in our civi-

liza.tion.

Its effects can be seen in modern poetr,y and prose, in philo-

sophical a.nd religious literature a.nd :in the investigations of sOciology',
political science and psychology.

All these diverse fields in the present

decade are in some way concerned with th1$ central problem of anxiety-

Many

students of human Mture believe as does ft. R. Willoughby that "anxiety is

the most prominant mental characteristic of occidental civill.zation. n1

In spite of the fact that anxiety is recognized as the most pervasive psychological phenomenon of our time, and the ohief

s~tan

in the neu-

roses and functional psYt'ooses, there has been II ttle or no agreement on 1.ts

definition and very little progress in its meaeruremsnt.

'!'he reason for thi.s

lack of progress 1s that the various tbeories and studies of anxiety have
J

been uncoordinated with the result that investigators in one field are often

not aware of the progress made on this problem by investigators in other
a •• ,

••

1 Robert R. Willoughby, Ifv,ag1c and CognatePhenomena.J It H;ypothesi~
Handbook of Socia.l Psychology, ed. Carl Murchison, Worcester, Mass .. , 193" 498

1

2

•

fields. 2 This lack ot coordination appears to be largely a result of con-

tusion in terminology

tor although most of

the prOOlinant theorists wrote about

anxiety there is little agreement among them as to what it is or what causes
1t.

V/hila most of the theorists, particularly in the cl1n1oal. field, make a

distinction between fear and anxiety, the experimentalists often treat them as
if they were the sametbing.

Likewise, many of the authors who use terms like

dread, fear, apprehension, amdety and foreboding are really talking about

the

sane thing.
In epi te of this oonfusion in terminology, and different as the
theoretical ooncepts are, there appears to be three basio hypotheses that most
authorities either explicitly or

impliolt~~

aocept.

These are:

1.

If the organism
object, whether
and whether the
or unconscious,

is oontt-onted by a threaterdng situation or
this threat be biological or psychological
organism t s recognl. tion of it be consoious
there will a.lways be a.n affective reaction.

2.

This af'feotive reaotion, whether it be oalled fear, anxiety,
dread, alarm or anyth1ng else, always varies with the amount

of cogni tive structure in a situation.

:3. The more vague the cogni tive structure is, the more intense
and diffuse the affeot will be and the more incapable it
tt1l1 be of stimulating constructive action.
To illustrate the last two hypotheses one can refer to olinical a1 tuations
where subjects, dUring the course of personality testing, can perform qui tEl
adequately in well-defined olearly structured situations, but find th8'.l1sel:ves
a.!'l:21ous and completely at a loss when called on to perfann in vaguely'-defined,

-.

...

:
2 Paul H. Hoeh, "Bioaoe:lal. Aspects of li.nxietyn, Anxiety, ed. Paul
H. Hocll and Joseph Zubln, New York, 19$0, 10$

~-------------,
.3
ambiguous situa tiona •.3
The purpose of this study

particularly the last two.

'WaS

to investigate these three h:/potheses,

Thus the e:x;per1ment was designed in an attenpt to

determine the relative effeet of strese, induced by threat ot electric shook,

on maze learning in a. structured and unstructured ei ttJ.ation.

The term 'stress'

is used here to avoid the contusion over the terms s.md.ety and teer.
The very nature of the e:xperiment presupposes the first of the three

lJ1potheses, rJalllely that when the organism is con.floonted with a threatening

situation it w.Ul undergo an affective reaction.

If 'bhis bypothesis ie true,

then the object of this study is to determine if there is a difference in

••e learning between subjects reacting emotionally to a structured stress

situation and those reaoting to an unstructured stress situation..

In the

ft'ent that there is a differenoe, a further objective of the study ls to determine whieh of the stress situations produces the gr"eatest affeotive reaction and whieh of the two is more detrimental or advantageous to male learn1rlg.

•

•

.,..

.3 Eugenia Han.f'mann, "Psychological Approaohes To The study of
Amtietytt, Anxiety, ed .. Paul H. Hoch and Joseph Zubin, New York, 19>0, 6S

CHAPTER II
HISTORY OF THE PROBLEM AND Cu:RItrM

EXPmIMImAL FINDINGS

While interest in the problem of fear and amti.ety bas reeeived

poeat imPetus in the last fifty years, we £,ind that philosophers have written
abOUt it

£'01"

oenturies.

In the seventeenth centU1"'Y SpinoZ8 sought to make

emotions controllable through mathematical reason and thus cont&Dded that fear
oould be overcome by the correct use of reason.

He believed that fear and.

hope always go together and are charaoteristic of the person in doubt.

He

oonoluded, therefore, that "the more we endeavor to live llllder the guidance of
reason, the less we endeavor to depend on hope and the more to deliver

our-

eelves and make ourselves .tree from fear and overoome fortune as much as poeBible. ,,1 The term. ttoertainit consistently

%'UIlS

thNttghout Sp1noza' s wr1 tinge

on tear; the removal. of doubt, hope and fear is possible it we direot ourHIves by the 'certain· advi.,e

or

reason.

In opposition to the prevalent confidence in individual reason
cluring the seventeenth century there aroee the dissenting voice of Blaise

Pascal.

He did not believe that human nature, in all its V8.r'iety, could be

1 Baruch Spinoza, "The strength o£ the Emotions", Spinoaa's F,thios,
Koch and Zubin, Anxtety, 7

cOlllPrehended by matbema.t1ca.l th1nk:tng and reasoning.

He questioned the pre-

yatling confidence in reason because it failed to take sutficiently into

account the power of the emotions.
While Sptnoza spoke of fear, Pascal spoke of an:x:iety and it is in

this difference between them that the distinction made between fear and amoiety in modern theory :finds ita roots.
made amenable to reason.

For Spinoza, emotions., like fear, are

He said one must imagine the common perils of life

and then think about the best manner by which they can be avoided and overcome. 2 Thus

tear, for Spinoza,

fiS

an emotion which could be anticipated by a

lcnavrledge of possible causes and dealt 1I1th rational.ly.

Pascal, on the other

band, spokeot anxiety as someth:i.ng more intangible and less amenable to

rational understanding.

His classic sentence, "the heart has reasons which tJ1J

reason knows not of",3 was an admirable phrasing of the problem. for the stand

that was taken by Freud and psychoanalysis two centuries later.
At the turn of the mneteenth century when lDDSt of the oontemporary
schools of pS)l'Chology began, exponents of these various schools devoted more

and more attention to the problem of fear and a.il:x1ety.

As the theories about

it evolved, they differed from each other aooording to the particular bias of

the school which the theorist represented.
Wi thin the psychoanalytic frame of reference Sigmund Freud developed
II

e:. Zubin,
.

*

I

2 Spinosa, "Porrer of the Intellect", Ethios, 208, cited in Boob
~etiY,

1

:3 maise Pascal, Pascal r s TbouShts, 110, cited in Boch

;AnxietZ, 8

t1:.

Zub1n,

~-----"""--------.
6
.., theories about t.mdety.

In his f'irst theory he believed that when libidi-

tal ex1tation is aroused but 1s not satisfied or discharged, the unsatisfied
l1bido is transformed into amd.ety. In h1.a second theory he believed that
a repressed impulse presses forward for. gratification it arouses an anticipation of extenml. disapproval aM punishment and the resulting feeling is

that of amdet.y.4 Since the impulses which arouse this an:x1ous feeling are

brterna1 and unconsoious, it has the peculiar quality of a 'nameless terror'
which distinguishes it from ord:ir.t.a.ry objective fear.

He later devoted an entire book to the prabl_ of anxiety and in it
be made a clear distinction between objective an:x1ety (tear) and neurotic anx-

iet7 (anxiety proper).~ The tormer he described as being an 1.ntelllgible reaction to danger in which one anticipates injury- trom without.
ject in that the fear is of somethL'lg definite.

It has an ob-

Anxiety proper, on the other

band, he described as being altogether perplexing,and, as it were, purposeless

because it arises 1.n regard to danger which we do DOt lmoIf.

apectation for

on~

I t is related to

feels anxious lest something occur and thus 1t is endowed

with a certain c~ter of indefiniteness and objeetleasneas.

While Fremd conceived
IIcDougall believed there

fiS

or

amdety proper as a neurotic manifestation,

a purely normal a.ma.ety.

8IlOtion standing b~tween hope and despondancy.

For him, anxiety was an

It arises whenever there is

doubt in ones mind as to 'Whether a desired goal 'Will be attained.

The result

- .
"

It

SigtlUrtd Freud, New IntrodueU!7 Lectures on P~s, New

,

Sigm'Ul'.ld Freud, The Problem

,.Lork, 1933, 11$-130

•

,

ot Anx1e;tz, New York, 1936, U2-116

1
II a strong feeling of inseourity because one does not know what to EDlP&ct.

fbi. conception stresses the vacillation between the positive and negative
"alustion of a. future situation as the essence of the feeling of a.md.ety.

If

it beCOJiles great enough it will -.ke a person give up hope and accept despair
1D order to destroy the ambiguity

ot

the situation. 6

:MacKinnon, in elaborating and extending this view bas pictured the
11fe space of the anxious individual as being distorted simultaneously in two
direCtions:

that of exaggerated hopes and that of exaggerated tears.

Thus,

in the neurotic, his emotional life is torn between his hopes in the Mure,

which are too high, and his untounded tears ot what may actually happen ..
SinCe neither emotion has a realistio basis J the neurotic exists in a constant

nate of fearful expectation for he knows not what to expect from real1 ty .
Bart whether this double distortion between hope and fear takes place in the

aeurotic or the normal, the result is contused and unstable cognitive structure which serves to diSintegrate behanor.

'l'hus, in this conception, the

lIDClear cognitive structure 1s seen as the central factor in amdety. 7
Several behaviol"istieally oriented authors derive the diff'use nature
of anxiety from the fact that the visoeral sensations constituting it have

fte\'er been verbalized and shared with others.

Cameron believes there are both

Oftrt and covert fear reactions. Most older children and adults learn to conoeal overt manifestations, but they are usually much less successtul in con-

•

. .. . . .

UI

6 Wi1l1am },{cDougall, OUtline of PSl5:ho1cyg, New York, 1923" 339-340

7 Donald W. Jlacnnnon, "A Topological AJ'lI1lyaie of Anxiety",
,2,haracter and Personali!l" XII, March 1, 1944, 173

~-.----------------8--~
trOlling the predominantly covert skeletal and visceral components Whlch he

.-.ptes as being anxiety.

The very factors which 1nb1bit overt signs of

tfI# are the factors most l:1ke17 to also 1nbibit a person f'ltom admitt:tng or

.,en :recognizing that the covert reactions are present. For this reason they
,-in unverbalized and are 1.lSually harder for the :1nd1vidual, in bis own

telf'_re8.ct. .ions, to recognize, identity

and formulate in words. a

The diffuse :nature of this type of fear reaction was found by
Liddell even in animals.

Although he holds that an1mals do not havearudety

ill the same sense that humans have it, they do have a pr1m1tive counterpart,

.-ely vigilance. When an animal is in a situation that involves possible
tbreat (a sheep expecting shock) it exhibits an alertness and a general ex...

pectancy ot danger. !'h.1.s vigiJ.anoe is characterized by general suspicious..... indicating that the an1mal does not know 1f'h.enoe the danger may arise,

aacl tendencies to act 1dtbout an;r clear cut direction tor acting.

Sueh be-

.'tior, Liddell believes, is the parallel on the animal level of the 'Vague
aDd generalized apprehensive behavior

ot the human being in an:x:iety.9

In the holistio frame of reference many psychologists maintain that
UIZ1ety is a more primitive reaction to threat which attacks the very core ot
the personality.

stern belie<ved that thi.s resul.ts in both fear and anx1et,.

because it makes an adequate response difficult, it not imposei~le.

'the

8 Norman Cameron, The Ps:ytlholoP.}" of Behavior Disorders!J A Biosocial
Illterpretat1on, Boston" 19117, ll1f"",,]J\1
,

9 Howard 8. Liddell, "The Role of Vigilance in the Development

ot

~1m.al. Neurosis", Amd.etz, ad. Paul H. Booh and Joseph Zubin, New York, l~O,

....

9
IAlltel%"el~e between
. . .gu.o.

them is that in anxiety he refers to a general men~l

tion of diminished self'...conf'idmce .in ones abUi ty to cope with the en-

~1lI!llCITIi
.au~ty

as a whole.

In fear there is a decrease in self-confidEnce in the

to cope with a specific situation or occurrence in the environment.

makes a definite object neeessar'lJ for fear, but not for anx1ety.10
!n Goldstein f s view, fear is a higher level of response t..'Ilan anx-

iety because it involves awareness of the threatening 81tuation or object.
!beJ"e is an appropriate defense reaction, a bodilye:Jpression of tension and

.vema attention to a certain part of the environment whicb helps the organ1IIll to meet, remove, or flee from the threat.

Aludety,on the other hand, he

considers a more pr.tm:ttive response which is not a

~.aetion

to a specific

,umulus; it represents the subjective cperimce of disordered functioning
the organism is in contact with an ermronment whioh it is incapable of

'rhe result is meaningless .trenzy, with rig:1.d or distorted expres-

lion, useful perception and action are suspended. 11
May bel1eves, as dOes Goldstein, that anxiety is primitive, general
ad undifferentiated.

Grovdng out of th:ts, and an expression of the same

oapaCity, is fear which is a reaction to specifio and objectified

An indiVidual experiences various fears on the basis

ot the

Si~UB.tions.

area of security

pattern which is threatened, but in anxiety it 1s the securit,v pattern itself

...

10 William Stern,

P!Z2ho~

11 Kurt Goldstein, The
.... York, 19.39, 293-29h

of Farll Childhood, New York, 1930,

oresm:

A Holistic AEproach to Biologz,

10

..

ch is threatened and this results in feelings of uncertainty and helpless-

'May also agrees w1. th Goldstein when he says that normal and neurotic
anxtety are basically the sameJ they differ from each other in quantity not

quality.

Both t:n>as are a .reaction to threats to 'Values wh1ch the individual

hOlds essential to his axei tence as a personal1 ty.

Because they d1ffer only

in quantity, neurotic amdety 1s mere destructive and lese COl""1:'elated. w.tth the

objective ei tuatton than normal anxiety. 12

mrferent as these theoret1eal concepts are. they all seem to stress
the oognitive factor as one ot the central elements in amd.ety.

Thus cogntti'\le

unclarity is seen as the most important factor in the arousal and perpetuation

of anxiety and. the factor responsible for the helplessness which is an integral part of 1.t.

COn'Versaly.. clear cogni t1 ve structuring in a stress 81 tuat10n

1s regarded as hlltving a preventive or ameliorative function.

While the role or cognitive structure in a.nx1et;y is stressed by
many theorists there have been few studies which have: attEmpted to test this

h1Pothesis experimentally.

Indeed.. if one emludes the e1in1cal and physi-

ological approaches" as well as exper:lmentation With animals, there is a rela-

ti'Ve dearth

or experimental and

psyehological studies which have been focused

specifically on the investigation of anxiety- and fear.

This i8 possibly the

lOgical result of the difficulties imo1ved in identifying and iso1a.t.ing
these phenomenon.

The very fact that anxiety bas pronounced physiologtca1

concomi tants has probably determined the direction of experiments. t10n away

-

At

i

.Ii

12 Rollo Yay, The Meaning of Anxiety, New York, 19$0, 190-193

11

•
The studies which bave been done on human anxiety U$\'ISlly are con-

,.rned with its effects on motor, perceptual, a.nd idea.tional perfomanees. 13
subjects chosen for most of these studies were picked fltom clinical groups
Idl.01l

are churacterized by intense amdety states.

I_.."fn-,

This has its pitfa.lls,

tor the dia.gnostic label is not a sufficient indication of the mamen-

state of the patient nor does it pemit any statement about the relative
.....ees of overt and

covert anxiety present in different patients ..

There have been several studies using proj active techniques oombined

experimental stress situations ldt1ch appear very promising far mapping

out the areas ot anxiety

and for measuring

its intensity.

One of these was an

SJsYeItigation by Eichler on the intluence of stress-produced anxiety on the

oocarrenee of fifteen Rorschach factors alleged to be signs of anxtet:r.14
In this study sixty college students were matched on certain factors
• the Behn-Rorschaeh test as ftll as on age J college year and cumulative
pade point average.

One group of thirty subjects vms then assigned to the

tlP8rimental stress conditions, and the other group to the control (non__8) condition.

"stress" consisted of the administration of electric

Ihoek with the implication that applieatitmS of stronger shock were forthImediately prior to the administration of the Rorsohach test, both

a.1ng.

•

=:4

13 F,dward Lerner and Iaurenoe B. Murphy, "Methods for the stud1 of
11ty in young children", Monog. Soo. Res,. Child Develo2_, VI, No. 30,

14 Robert

ll. Eichler, "Experimental

stress and Alleged Rorschaoh

Il~oes of AnxietY", Jour. of Abnormal and Social PSYChology, XLVI, July,
T.IJ",

34h-35,

l

12
~IIUCII

were given a continuous subtraction test.

•

IndiT.tduals in the stress

tion received shock while performing on the subtraction task but receiTed

.boCk while

taking the Rorsohach.

At the completion of the test individu-

a1J in both groups rated themselves on an anxiety-tension scale.
The results of this study shmr13d that the subjeete in the stress

eandi tion made significantly more errors on the subtraction test and rated

.-elves on subjective e.md.ety much higher than those in the control group"
Of the fifteen alleged indices of anxiety investigated on the Rorschach, four
significantly high tor members of the stress group, and three more, wh1le

*" reaching a le'<lel ot statistical 81gni.f1eance. came sufficiently close to
....!'I'8J1't

considering them as suggestive.
The Rorschach indices ot anxiety and the subjective self-ratlngs

e1ea"ly 1nd1cate that electric shock, together With the threat of .tronger

tbock8 in the ruture, does produce a reaction within the subject which the
a.thor calle amdety.

The aign1t1cant increase in errors on the continu0U8

IIbtraction test tor subjects in the stress situation also indicates that this
...etion interferes with and hinders simple aritbmet.ical computation.

An

",action which can be made to this study J howeverI is that there is no way
III8Iing what it was that actual.ly' st1Jrmlated the reaction.

It coUld have

the ahock itself, the ambiguousness of the threat ot future shock, or both ot
. . operating together.

'fhe actual pain from the shocks gave the subject

-.eth1ng by which he could canpare them and thus gave the stress situation
~nt of oognitive· structure, but the implication of stronger shoeks in the

fIture made the situation cogrdtively unclear because the subject had no idea

at bow strong

thq m.l.ght "".,..., and could

not eYen be certain that shock

WOULLUI

13
•
Thus it is possible that the results of the study would bave

different it this oogni tive unclarl ty had been increased or decreased.
A study which touohea on this point was done by JIowrer and Viek on
•••,1lnrtt.tory

rate. 15 Twenty rats were randomly paired into two groups ot ten.

group was designated as "shock controllable" (s...c) and the other was
.......a.......

the "shook unoontrollable" (S-Un C).

of the twenty rats _s placed in

II

Once eveFry'day', tor fifteen days,

cage haVing an

~ectrie

grill tor a

• Arter a standard interval of twenty minutes tood Be presmted to the

...u_....

If it was accepted it was regarded as a "response" and it the rood

rej ected it ms regarded

8.8

an "1nhibl tion."

Regardless of whether the

was accepted or rejected, ten seconds later shook was admin1stered
IthI!laWm the grill.

The only difference in procedure between the

two

groups

tbat the rats in the S..c group could terminate the shock by jUllping high
.wgh in the air to get all tour feet oft

the grill, while those in the B-

.. C group raceived shock tor a predetermined length

ot t:f.me without regard

the response that they made to it.

The results of the study show that the rats in the

s-un C

group have

.l1gnitieantJ.y greater nWllbeJ:o of inhibitions in regard to the food t.ban thoae

1a the S-C group.

was

Likewise I the total amount or delay displayed before takf.ng

found to be 81gn1t1cantly greater tor thoaa in the s-Un C group.

be it would seem that by either of these modes of analysis the animals re-

...

J5 Hobart o. Kcmrer and Peter Viek, "An ~er:1mental A.na.logu.e of
hom a Sense of Helplessness", Jour. of Abnormal. and Social pmho1.,
, April" 194P , 193-200
-
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shock for

.

It

fixed duration were much more punished by it than the

who could control the duration•

The authon explain these results by contrastiug the he1plessness of

s-tTn a

group with the reassurance which the

.ope with the shoOk.

s-c

group bad in its abUi't7'

The rats in the latter group came to assoeiate the

ItalaPlJJg response with the experience ot relief from the shock and fear so that

t..he.Y beea:me afraid on subsequent occasions, whether betore or dur1ng the

._-,

they knew that they could COtliirol the 81tuat1on and this

....ted in a reduction o£ tear.
•..a:18\U0J.ng

last.
.MlIUl8

The rats in the 5-Un

jump response and thus had no -7

ot

a group

pJ'e$'lDa'bly

reo-

did not bave this

knowing how long the shook

Once the entrance lnto the cage and the presentation of the food

a sign that something unpleasant was going to happen, these animal s

no cholce but to a.pprehenaively ai t tor the shoCk and. endUre 1t as long
• the experimenter smr fit to

adJrdm.ster it. This al.l.ond tear to bu1ld up

1111 become- .t1rm1y associated 1'dth the EDt:periment as a Whole.
This explanation appears to be rather antbropaaorphic, but whether
1\ be correct or 1noorrect, the tact remains that it

WAS

the an!_]" in the

W group who possessed the greatest clarity of copitive atructUl'e and alao
IIa4 the least manifest reaction to shock. The rats ln the S-Un C group, on
. . oontrary, had an unclear cogrdtive structuring and sholred the greatest
lSCtton to shock.

Clearly, then, the tindings ot this stud,y seem to sub-

n.t.1ate the bWot.hes1s that cognitive st.ructUl'El is the most important rAt'~"'.n·".

Sa tbe organism's response to .tress.
One DlUSt be l1el7 caut10us in appl31ng the tindings ot an,y animal
~nt to human beings and one must be eapee1ally cautious in regard to

•

findings in Mawre!" t s st1Jd7 tor there is 11tUe corroborative evidence from.
done on human beings. Tomkins bas repO!'ted some interesting
tative observations he bas made in an e:xperiment designed to measure the
tl
.....n.'W"JwWO..... 's need tor tlharmavo1dance

wh:1cb seem to substantiate these f'1nd-

....16 In this experiment, amd.ety _8 studied in a

gro~ of eonege

stu-

. . . b.1 canparlng thair motor learning under normal conditions and under
.....t of electriC shock tor e.rrora. 17 It _s shown that threat of sheck
tfpiC81ly inhibits leaming when $hock 18 a sill()le threat for errors but ac.....tes learning "hell there is, in addition, a threat of ehock 11 the sub~

18 too greatly 1nhib1ted by the shock to'l! e2"l"ors.

The important thing

, . this diScussion, however, is 'l0lllldn' s cbsenation that in

any'

situation

lat'0191ng stress the import.ance of the cognitive factor 1$ und.en1ab1e.

He believes the time perspective is of prime iDportance here.

A

IbDOk of constant intensiV wUl bave a ditterent e:rrect in a situation in
I .... j~h

the subject knows exact17 how long it wUllast than it will when the

lIbject is purposely kept mdntermed about the duration.

Again, i t one 18

__ threat of shock.. the individual bas no _1' of 1m.ow1ng how intenae it
1d.U be.

He found it '"l'7 camnon for hi. subjects to ask for a shock so that

. . , would know just what they

were up against.

••

16 SUwm s. Tom1d.ns, "An Ara~s of the Use ot Shock With Ruman
II1:dectsll, Jour. ~t PsY2hol., XV, April, 1943, 28$-297
.....

_...:
.........
ho...
t ·,

17 Silvan S. Tomkins, "Experimental sttld;r ot An:Idet7', Jour. of
April, 1943, .307-313

rr-----------.
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Both ot these factors were taken into consideration 1n a

~t study done

by Haggard. 18

my pert1-

In this study he attempted to determine the e»-

tent to which cognitive structure

and active participation were infiup.nt1s.l in

JDOdif"'Jine certain autonomic, verbal a.nd motor reactions of subjects during a.

stress 81 tuation induced by strong electric shock.
_e glven a list of

tort~two

Eighteen college mles

stimulus words. 'to each word presented, the

subject was to respond with as many words as he could associate 'With the

stimulus untU he received an electric shock or was told to stop..

Each time

the subject gave a word he wa.s to simultaneously press down a p11U:lg9r in the

experimental apparatus with his index finger.
Within the stimulus list the word flsbarptt followed by' the word

.sword" reeul'-red t1ve times at irregular intervals.
atter the eri tical word
a shock

"sword"

Ten to twelve seconds

was presented each time i the subject rece1ved

ot tour hundred volts and eighteen microamps. After all the other

words in the list the subject was told.

assoe:tation period.

Nine

to stop alter the ten to tvrelve second

ot the subjects were shocked by the

experimenter

(F.-sheek) lIhile the remaining nine ~ reqUired to voluntarily shock them-

selves (S-sbock) whenever a light tlasbed on before them.

The

F~sllOCk

sub-

jects were J.'Ilerely told they would occasionally' be shocked du:r1ng the list of

words, but they 1I'e1"e given no hints as to when the abock would occur. In distinguisbing between the 8-shock and F.-shock groups 1t should be
ft.

no~d

that

onlY the S-shock subj ects were provided with a. scheme of warnings

17
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whioh would

enable them to get set for the shook, and the S-shoek subjects took an actiVEl
role in the administration of the shock rather than remaining passive as did
the F.....shock subj acts.

During the experiment, measures of pal.Jner skin resistance J galvanic

skin response (a.B.R.) and motor reActions on the plunger 1t'Gre recorded for
each subject.

In addition .. subjeot.swere asked to give estimates of the

l1um'ber of shocks received, their strength, and the nuaber of stimulus words in
the list.

All subjects were also asked whether they had been able to prediot

when the shocks would come.

The results of the stud,y showed that the
greater increment in the general level

ot

F~shock

subjects had a

autonomic activity than the S-shock

subjects. The difference in G.B.R. to the critical word "sharp" _s signifi-

cant at the two per cent level and the difference between them. in react:tng to
the st:i.:mulus word

"sword"

was signU1cant at the four per cent level. While

both shock groups displayed a marked increase in palmar ertreating" the change
was much greater for the F.-shock subjects and significant at the two per cent

level.
When the eighteen aubjects had been asked if they were able to pre-

dict when the shocks would come, nine were _are that it followed the critical
word "sword", but the other nine did not knmIwben it. came.

group into the "aware" and

"~e"

to the word "sharp" wtdoh __

groupe.

'l'hie divided the

The Ul'.I4ware group bad a G.S.R.

2.6 times as great as that of the aware group

while the latter showed 1.9 times as much adaption to the shock as the experiment progressed.

Although the differences between the average scores of the

r;-------------.
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~e and

l.lrlS'Rre groups were slightly larger than those between the" two shock

groups, the excess!'Va varlabillty among the scores of the: former subjects precluded the oeeurence of differences which were statistically significant.
On the

whole the findings of this study clearly indicate that sub-

jects who knew the most about the conditions involved in the e:xper1ment and
who actively faoed this experience showed significantly fewer signs of auto-

nomic 1 vel"ba.l and. motor disturbance during the stress 8ituation.

This 18

particularly demonatrated by the differences between the various :reactions of
the aware and una:nre groups since both of these groups received comparable
experimental treatment.

'the subjects in the 1.Ul&Ware group showed a signifi....

cantly larger G.S.R. to all the wards in the list, than did the aware subjects
and were eharacterlzed by marked tendencies toward diaruptive baha"'ior, as

evidenced by a distorted evaluation of the length of the stressful session and
a general disintegration ot the

~nated

verbal-motor responses.

differences seem to point to the general. inability of' the

unaftI"G

These

subjects to

adequately tolerate the stress inposed dur1ng the eJEper1ment and clearly d....
onstrate the importance of differences in cognitive structure.
'1'0 8'\1l1IfIla.r1ze the findings of these four fD;perim.ental studies, it

can clearly be seen that when the organism is confronted with a

s~ss

situ&-

tion, involving eleetrlc shock and threat of shock, the organism reacts with

widespread affective, autonomic. motor and verbal disturbance.

This disturb-

ance was found to 1nh1b1t human motor lea.m1ng and simple ar1tl'mletical conputation as well as to cause marked feeding inhibition in animals.
The most significant finding, for this stuctr, is that the more
structured the stress situation was, the less were the adverse effects on the

19
organism.

•

Thts generally substantiates the theoretical. concepts of earlier

philoSOPhers and pEr';Cholog1sts concerning the problem of amdety.

Both theory

and e:gperimental evidence points to the cognitive factor a.s one of the central

elements in any stress situation. Cognitive olarity is Seen as the most

impOl'-

tant faetorin the arousal. and perpetuation of anxiety and the .fa·otor most responS"lble for the feeling of helplessness which al:tnost a.lways aoecmpan1es it.

clear oognitive structure, on the other hand, i8 regarded as having an effect
whioh tends to prevent or reduce disturbances within the organism.
The elements which appear to play the biggest part in the

struc-

turing of any stress situation are a knowledge ot when the unpleasant stimulus

will occur, how· long 1t wU1 last and how intense it -will be. The more the
organism is allowed to control a stress situation the less severe will be the
resulting tH.sturba.nce.

r-~--------------~
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CHAPTER III

The experimental group oonsisted of thirt7 white ule Itudent. ranging in age from twenty-one to thirty-tive year•• They were all attending grad-

uate or professional schools and enrolled 1n med1c1ne, law, natural sciencee J
bwdne•• and. the

arts.

The -.ter1ala used were an electric shock apparatus ana

two etylus

w...

mud of comparable difficulty. The electrio ahook apparatus
oonatructed.
&long the general 11nee of the one ueed. by Eichler,1 with aeveral change. and.
add1tiolll being made to conform. to the principle. ot Iluenzinger andWal.2

concern1ng electrical stab1l1z1ng devio•••
The electrioal apparatus consisted. ot .. variable transformer having

.. max11RU1l output ot 1)5 volts and. 7.5 amperes, two selenium dry' rectifiers and

two oondensers (.50 )'(.F.D. and 100 V.D.C.). The Primar.,y source current ...
from a 110 A.C. line which ..u controlled and rec1uced. by meane of the trans-

former, changed to .. pulaating direct current by means ot the selenium recti•.•

•• _

'.'I~.U

1 Eichler, "Experimental stre.s &Dd Alleged. Rorschach Indic.s ot
Anx1etT', Jour. or Abnor. and Soc. Psych. XLVI, Jul.T, 1951, .345
2 I. F. lfuensinger and F. C. Vials, "An Analysis ot the Electrioal
St1mulue ProdUCing Shock", Jour. ot Comparative Psrc:hologr, XIII, Feb. 1932,

157-111
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t1 ers and then to a constant direct current

by the

cOndensers,}

•

The shock'W11S admini.stered to the subject through two electrodes

_de of brass and covered with chrome.

Fach electrode _s taro 1nches long,

one and one-half' inch wide and two-sixteenths

of an inch thick.

One electrode

was strapped to each of' the subj ects wrists by means of rubber stripe ba'd.ng
hOles in them for a projection at the top of the electrode to fit through.
The wires from the apparatus were connected to these projections.

Contact was

tacillte.ted by uae of an ordinary oomneroial electrode. jelly which was rubbed
intO the skin and also coated on the undersurface of the electrodes.
The two mazes were constructed !:ram wooden boards which were ten

inches square.

Each maze had seven cul-de-sacs and the alleys were five six-

teenths of an inch wide and equally as deep. they were out from one b08l"d
y

which was then attached to another board which served as a base for the 81leys.

Both mazes were of the same design and proportions but differed trom

each other in that the alleys ran in opposite directions. !he stY'lus consisted of a s'tiok six inches long so tbat it was possible for the subject to

rest

his ellx:m on the tablA and still hold the stylus upright in the alley without

brushing his band over the surface of the maze.
The entire e:.xperlment was divided into two sessions.

During the

first session the subject was seated before the covered male with none of the
electrical apparatus in the room.
-

The instructions gl. ven

to him were as

j,

3 The writer wishes to express his gratitude to his father, Mr.
Joseph E. Haberle, tor his aid in designing and constructing the electric
shock apparatus.
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tollOWS:
This
ma£e
will
d ve

is a maze learning elq)eriment. lour task will be to learn the
by running this stylus tbrcugh it while blindfolded. The maze
be considered learned when you are able to complete two SUMestrials 'Withouterror.

After you are blindfolded one end o£ the stylus will be placed
in the starting position and you are to push it through the grooves
until you reach the end. F..ach time you reaoh the end I will signity
by saying stop.. You are to continue this process of going from beginning to end until you have reached the cntenon of learning
which is two successive tl"'lal.s 1ri.:thau.t error. A trial is made when
you go f'rom beginning to the end and an error is made whenever you
go backward or enter a blind alley"
The important thing is the number of trials.

I lilOuld like you

to complete the task in the least number of trials possible. But
do not be discouraged if a.t first your progretlS is rather slow.

v.

Your performa.nce will in no way refleot on your personal abUi.
I am merely interested in d1scovering how ma.!l7 tr:tals are req'l11rGd.
by graduate and professional school students to learn the maze.
AnythLng you do will merel1' be taken as 1nd1cati1'e of the group of
students to 'Which ' " belong. AnT questions?

All c:blr:tng the first session an attempt was made to put the subjeot
at ease and avoid giving him the inpression that he was being cballenged.
After each subject was blindfolded and his stylus was placed in the etarting
posi tion he was once again raninded that there was no need to hurr;y and that

the number of trials was the impO'".ftant

thing~.

A record was then kept of the

trials required b7 each aubject to reach the criterion of learning,

'When each

subject bad finished, he us told that he bad done well. and that the second
session would also involve 11t8$e learning.
The thirty scores obtained were then matched into three groups of

ten. In other words, tor every subject in group one there was a. subject in
group two and tlree 1I'ho had the same or very nearly .the same score on the
first session.

The groups of

SC01'$S

were then arb1trar1ly assigned as eitl.ltr

23
a threat, a shock or a control group.

As a reault of the matching

01'

SCOI"es

the means and standard dsviations tor the groups differed .from each other by

only a traction of a point. The threat group bad a mean ot 19.5 trials and a
st;.andard de'Viat1on of 8.09, the oontrol group also had a mean of 19.5 with a
standard deviation ot 8.33, and the shock group bad a mean of 19.3 trials and
a standard deviation of 8.82.
The critical ratios of the differences between these means and

standard deviations were computed and, together with the correlations between
the three g:l"OUps, appear in Table 1 .. 4 The

verr

small critical ratios show

that the d:1fferences between the groups are olearly not significant and thus

it can be assumed that all three groups were of equal maze leaming ab1li't7
prior to their d1ft'e:rential treatment during the second seasion.

An interval

of two to four weeks was allowed to pass between the tirst and second sessions
for each subject ..
When each subject of the shook group entered the room for the

S8CC)nd

session, be was seated before the oovered mue facing the cont'Pol panel of the
electrical apparatus.

on

the panel was mounted the transformer, the two

selenium reotifiers, a volt meter, and two 120 volt lamps.
and glowed whenever the apparatus was reoeiv1ng etrrrEmt.

One l.aq) was green
The other l.aI!p was

red and increased in br1ll1ance wheDtWer voltage _s increased •

.4 The on tical. ra ti. 08 were computed with the formulas tor finding
the significance ot d1tferenee between the means of ma tolled groups and standard deviations which are correlated. Both form.ulae include a correlation
term "inee they are repeated on the same groups under d1.fterent conditions.
!hey can be found in, Henry E. Garrett, Statistics In Ps~hol~ and Education
NE!lW York, 1916, 209-216

r---II""- - - - - - - - - - - ,
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TABLE I
CORRELATIONS BETWE»4 THE )QTCHED GROUPS AID
CRITICAL RATrOS OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
THEIR MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS

COMPARISONS

GROUPS

CONTROL
AND

SHOeI

THREAT
AlID

CONTROL

SHOCK

lCl
THREAT

CORRElATION

.98

.98

.. 97

C.R. OF DIFF'P.RENCE BETWEF..N MEANS

.22

.22

0

.49

1.2)

.)$

C.R.

or

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN S.D.

Atter each subject was allowed. to look at the apparatus a tew mom~ts

to satisty bis curiosity,

~

....to14 tne" follOJJiJlg.

The procedure this time 1I'ill be exactly as betore with the exception that this time you Will hay. & difterent maze to learn. In
addition you will periodical.l.7 receive an electnc sh~ck which wUl.
be ada1ni.tered to your 'W'l"Uts. The shook will occur ftvfJrY ten minute. and each time you will get & three seoond. ...arning by the sound
of this bell. In other words you will never be taken by surpri.e and
will alway8 have an opportunity to prepare for the shock. Betore ....
begin TOU will receive & 8&J1ple snock s() you know. exactq how it
t ..ls. Do TOU have arq questionat
Bow ;you know that you do not have to go througb with this. If
TOll are too frightened you may still ·chicken out" i t TOU w,ish to.
The latter atatement ... ma4e. in
~tio~.

o~ 1;0

e.tabU.h a C()ntlict sit-

Th. subject then had two choices, uaither of which wer. desirable. He

rr------"- - - - - 2 5 - - - - - ,
!

could

submit to the experiment and receive a pa1ntul stimulus or he could re-

fUte and unc1ergo t.be humiliation ot being considered a coward. Tbe latter aJ.",mative ev1d.entl¥ proved to be the most undesirable tor all ot the subject.

ooneented to continue the "exper:1ment although they all expl"8llled diapl.euure
at the prospect of receiving shook. Several ot them admitted at the end ot the
.ession that they would have liked to reruse but they did not want to appear

.,.u....
The electrod.. ware strappecl to the subject's 1fl'18tl and he wu told

to prepare tor the abock. The bell was rung &Ild three seconds later 'the ,ub-

ject received.

IlL

shock or twenty D.O. volts and

IlL

IUIX 1aum ot eight mi1l.1utperes

tor a duration or one second. The eubject 'was aga1n rerrd.nded that each .hook
would be jut like the sample and that it would come every ten minutes, three
.econds after the warning bell. The instructions ot the tirst ...sion were re-

peated, to refresh their JI18DI.01"iea regarding the task and the criterion ot
learning, their bl1ndf'old.s ore then put on aDd their .t71\18 placed :In the

starting polition.
As the subjeot progressed be received ahook every ten minut.e8 as
described and a record ... kept ot the nUJllber ot tm18 required to reaoh the
criterion ot learning. When the task .... cODlpleted the subject was aeked to
rate h1mself on his subjective t ••lings of anxiety or tear. The rating
on a scale cont.aining three categori...

severe anx:l.et7. Each categor,-

_I

do

little anxiety, moderate amdety, aM

1f&I gracled .f."l"om

one to five to allow a more

p~

ci.e nbjective rating. In addition each slibjeet ...... asked t.o writ.. any 1I1tro-

IpectiolUl conoel1ling his feelings about the shook, the uper1ment., the examiner, etc. Betore the subject lett he ..... a.ked. to tell no one about what h«Ml

26
1J.l"l'ed during the second seasion.

"

.

When the subjects in the threat group entered the rOOllthe)" were ale

-t;ed betore the mase and. facing the control panel. After allowing each sub-

"

j-"

t.

to look at the apparatus a tew moments he was told.
The procedure this time will be uact:q a8 betore with the exception that this tiM you will have a different .se to lealT!. In
addition )"ou rill receive electric shock during the learning period. I cannot tell lOu when it will occv_ how often, nor how !ntense the shock will be. You may receive only one shock 01' ;you mq
receive man;y,and it 'JftIq' C(De at any time, but thia 70U can be aura
of, 70U will receive shock. I llIq even wait till the very laat second before )"OU complete the taak before I adJa1nister it. Are there
an.r questions?
The subjects in this group ..ere also given a chance to ·chicken out"

i;l'1ey

were too much afraid, but &l.l consented to complete the experiment •

. jJ
1ll4' voltage was then raised and lowered by means of the transformer so the

vject could 8ee the deflection at the volt meter needle and the changes in

.'"

1;)1."

brightness ot the red bulb. This waa done to assure the subject that the

~p9"atU8 wu

authentic and capable of delivering shock. The inatructione of

tll" first aession were repeated to refresh the subject.s mercry concerning hi.
1;_,k and th~ criter1a

at learning. rha electrodes were then attached and the

,t.J.vject was bllndtolded. Although the members of this gJ'Oup bad been given

""err reason to expect shock they received none. A.t the completion of the task
.,-ch subject was asked to rate himself on the scale for the amount of anxiet)"
}16

experienced and to give intro8pective reports of h1.a teel.ings about the

tj)t"eat of ahock and the experiment in general. Theae subject8 were alao asked
1;0

tell no one about what had happened. during the .econd. Nasion.
The prooedure for the control group was identical with that of the

r;l.%'st lession. Before starting the learning period each 8ubject was told that

27
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.,ouJ.d be work1ng with a different ••e. The mEilllbera ot this group .ere alao
to rate themeelves on anxiety and make introspections in order to diehOW :much, if any, anxiety was created merely by the learning situation.

The soores from each group were correlated. with those in each ot the
two groups and the mea.na and standard. deviations were toUDd as before •

• ts,nd.ard error of their d:1tf'erences, .......l l as the critical ratiO, was

computed in the same way a. before to dete:nrd.ne the sign1.1'lcance or nonof thea. ditferencu.

CHAPrER IV
THE RESULTS

The thirty soores which bad been obtained trom tho first session
divided, b1 means of matching, into three groups who were as muoh alike
lI&,e learning abiUty as possible. The scores for each of these groups can

.een in Table n along with the scores which each group made on the second
The means and standard. deviations from these groups before and after
rfelreltlt.l.e.J.

treatment are shown in Table III. As was demonstra.ted in the pre-

chapter, the critical ratios of the differences between them on mean and
.....IDWU·U

deviation after matching are so small that these differences are
not significant. Thus we see that the three groups were of equal :maze

_rTU.>ll'

ability before differential treatment.
The mean number of trials required by the control group to complete

learning task was reduced tram 19.5 for the first session, to 10.9 for the

.I"'·ond. session. This means that the subjeots in this group, on the a.verage,
8.6 fewer trials on the seoond session than they did on the first.
critical ratio of this difference was found to be 5.41 which sholfs the r ....

1_'~"'''tU to be significant at the .01 level of confidence. 1 This reduction

1 The critical ratio' was obtained from the standard error of the
gain fram session one to session two, as gotten by the single group
'''1fnOd. The critical ratio of the d1.fferenee between standard deviations was
in the e&mEI way as before. The procedure for the single group method
also be found in Garrett, Statistics in Peycholog.y and Education, 210

28
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TABLE

n

THE MAZE LEARNING SCORES OF THE THREE GROUPS FOR
THE FIRST SESSION BEFORE DIFFERENTIAL TREATMENT
AND FOR THE SECOND SESSION AFTER DU'FERENTnL
TREATMENT

Control Group

Shock Group

Threat Group

Subject
One

Two

A

10

B

II
12

5

D

17
17
18
21
22
28
.39

II

c

E

F
G
H

I
J

One

9

9

10

10
16
18
19
19
24

.5

5

10
15
7
16
26

)0-

)8

One

Two

7
6
9

9

II

13
17

10

18
19
27
28

15

)6

)0

10

II

18

7
7
14
1.3
18
18

Two

9

1.4
23
20
32

)0

TABLE III
UEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE THREE GROUPS

FOR THE FIRST SESSION BEFORE DIFFERENTIAL TREA.T....
AND FOR THE SECOND SESSION AFTER DIFFE:RI!lfrIAL
TREATfl.EN'r

Jl,EN'f

Seasiona

Control Group

Shock Group

S.D.

S.D.

Threat Group

M.

S.D.

Firat

19.50

8.33

19.,30

8.82

19.50

8.90

Seoond

10.90

6.28

11.00

4.,34

19.40

6.44

~ot

be attributed to differences in the d1.f'ficulty of the

two mans Hecauae

~hey

were identical in design and proportional the only difference between

~h-

was that the maze used for the second s.ssion was turned over so that the

Ialleys ran in the opposite di rection from those in the first maze. The control
~roup

alao showed a reduction in standard deviation from 8.33 on the first

~.s810n
~o

to 6.28 on the second. The critical ratio of this difference was found

be 1.68 which i8 not significant.
There

Wthe

1t'U

a similar reduction in the mean number of trials required

subjects who received shock during the .8Oonci session. The mean of the

_hock group tor the first period wu 19.3 trial. and. it

A' 11.0 trials tor

"ession two. 'l'his leave. an avera.ge reduction of 8 •.3 trials per subject. The
critical ratio of this difference was found to be 4.68 which shows the reducr,ion for the ahock group also to be significant at the .01 level. In addition,
~he

difference between the standard deviation of 8.82 on the first session

[and 4.34 on the second was found to haYe a critical ratio of .3.42. This shOW'll
~hat

the shock goup was

8igni.t1cant~

~han

it was on the first at the .01 level of confidence.

more homogeneous on the second seasion

The scores of the shock and control groups for the second seSSion,
Been in Table II, were found to have a correlation of
~etween

.82. the dirterence ot .1

their meana has a critical ratio at .07 which is clearly not lignifi.

pant. The difference of 1.94 between their standard deviations had a critical
ratio of 1.76 which al80 i8 clearly not aigni1'icant. From this, one can conplude that the control and. shock groups, who were of v1rtua.ll1' equal mase
..earning ability betore differential treatment I shoWed

practical~

the same

performance on the aecond session in spite of different experimental learning

r
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eondi tiona.

•

Although the threat group was of the same maze learning ab:U.1ty

11.8

both the control and shock groups I it did. not show the same reduction in mean
and in standard deviation for the second session. On the first session this
grot;lP bad a mean of 19.5 and a standard deviation of 8.09. whUe on the second
session the mean was reduced to 19.4 and the standard deviation was increased.
to 8.44. The critical ratio for the ditterence in mean was .09 and for the
difference in standard deviation was .31 .. both of which, are clearly not sigpificant. Thus, while the control and shock groups exhibited. an equally significant reduction in mean number of trials during the second period I the
group which _s learning under

thr~t

of shock showed no improvement.

L1kewis~

while the shock group exhibited a Significant reduction in standard deviation,
the threat group did not.
The con-elation between the scores of the threat and control groups
on the second session was .53 and the difference of 8.5 between their mean number of tria.l8 was found. to have a critical ratio of 2.86 which is significant
at the .02 level. The difference of 2.16 between their standard deviations was
found. to have a critical ratio of 1.02 which is not significant, however.
The scores of the threat and shock groups on the second session bad
a correlation of .77 and the difference of 8.4 between their mean number of
trials was found to have a critical ratio of 4.16 which is significant at the

.01 level. This iucreue in significance can be attributed to the higher correlation between these two groups and the relatively smaller standard deviation
of th4 shock group. The difference of 4.10 between their standard deviations
had a critioal ratio of 6.11 whioh also is significant at the .01 level.
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From these findings it is apparent that all three grou.ps went
the second session with the same ability to learn a. maze since there were no
.1fc,.u.f'icant differencee between them. Whe."l the control group had gone throu.gh
the second session, under exactly the same conditions as the first time, the
scores exhibited a Significant reduction in mean number of trials. When the
.ubjects of the shock group had been subjected to electric shock under clear
Cognitive conditions during the second session, their .cores also ebowed a
.ignificant·reduction in mean and standard d.eviation which was a1.moat identic
nth that of the control group. 'there still wu no a1,,'Il1.t1cant d1ftere.ooe

found between

tn..

Alter the threat group bad gone through the second a.aa1on

while under threat of abock in veq unclear cognitive coDd1tions, it did not
,boW

a reduot1on in

meaD.

and atandal'd. deviation. the

IU&Jl

tor the threat group

was sign1ticantly higher than the meana or bot,h the control and shock ttroup8
and the

s~

deviatiot

for the threat group was also 'ign1f'icantly high-

er than tha.t of the ,shook group_
'!be aBU-ratings of subjective anxiety can be seen in Table :.tV. Six
of' the ten control subject. reported .ome tension over the learning eituat10n
itselr. This tension was rated as being ver:r mild, however, and four of the
subjects 1"rom 't.h1e group reported no tension at all. Of the ten 8abject. in
the .hock group, one rated himlJeU' as having little anxiety and nine reported.

moderate anxiet.)", but of the latter I two rated themselves as just about reach-

:I.na eevere an:r.:tety* Of the ten subjects in the threat &roup, four reported
litt.le anxiety and six rated themselves aa having
,

of

the•• raport1na it as

jWlt about 8e'V$re.

~t.

anxiety, witb tlrree

))
TABLE IV

•

SELF-RATINGS 01<' ANXIETY
BY SUBJECTS IN THE THREE EXPERIVENTAL GROUPS

Group.

Anxiety

No. Reporting
Mild

Moderate

I

Severe

6

6

Shock

10

1

7

2

Threat

10

4

:3

)

Control

•
CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The significant reduction in the mean number of tr1a.ls required by
the control group for the second lession can be explained. in two ways J in
terms of differenoes in the difficulty of the two mases, or in terma of learning which took place during the first session. Since the two mues were of the
sarne design and proportions. the only difference being in the directions of
their aueys, they can be assumed to be of equal difficulty. The reduction in
the number of trials must therefore be explained in terms of learning during
the first aession. This learning oonsists essentially of becoming familiar
with the mase learning situation

80

that during the first session the subjects

learned how to learn a maze. Thus, after the second seSSion, subject E remarked, liThe mase seemed easier this time because I knew how to go about it" ..
and subject D said, ttl remembered that the maze doesn't feel as small as it

appears so this time I tried. to get a visual image of it."
It was found that the three matched groups were of equal ability in
learning the :m&se before differential treatment. Since aU subjects had the
same opportunity to become familiar with the situation during the first session, it would be expected that the shock and. threat groups would show a similar reduction in trials to that of the control group unless the diff arence in
experimental conditions served to alter their performance. This was substantiated 'for the shock group for it exhibited a reduction in mean number of

trials which

w..
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as significant a. that of the control group. Althouth the

,tandard deviation of the shock group showed a greater decrease. it was not
t"ound to be significantly lower than that of the control group. Sinee these
two groups performed in such a similar fashion on the second session, it would.

appear that the administration of shock in a well structured situation doe.
not s1gni.t1cantly inhibit maze learning.
The soores of the threat group did not show the expected reduction
in mean and standard deviation which had been found for the ot.her two groups.

There was very little improvement in the mean number of trials on the second.
session and the standard deviation was slightly inoreued. The mean was found
to be sign11"1cantly higher than that of the control group. Since both i,TOUpS
were of equal ability before their differential treatment, this failure to
improve clearly indicates that 'the 'threat of shoek in an unclear cognitive
situation does inhibit

mas. learning.

Both the mean and the standard deviation w.re Significantly" higher
for the threat group than thq were tor the .hock group. It will be remembered
that both groups were exposed to what MUler would call an "avoidance-avoidance" .tress situa.tion. l

Before the s800nd session, subjec'ts in both groups

were told that they did not have to go through with the experiment if they
were too much afraid and could still "chicken outll i f they wanted to. Thi.
ga.ve each subject a choice between receiving a painful shoek and admitting

1 Neal E. Miller, "Experimental Studies of Conflict", Personalitl
and the Behavior Disorder., ed. J. }lcV. Hunt, New York, Volume I, IiliJ

,

-

)6

tha.t he was afraid. Neither of these choices was desirable and severa!. of the
subjects admitted that they would have liked to refuse to go on but they feared that they would be considered a coward. Killer found that this type of

stress situation creats the greatest amount of vacillation and blocking. The
question now arises as to Wby the shock group did not surfer the same inhibition in learning shown by the threat group when both of them .ere exposed to
the SUle kind of stress situation. The differences between them can

onq

be

attributed to differences in the cognitive structure of the situation.
It will be remembered that the cognitive structure of the situations
differed in three basic respects ~ The subjects in the shock group !mew how intense the shock would be. when it would be administered and how orten it would
occur. The subjects in the threat group were denied allot this knowledge. For
them the situation was kept as ambiguous as possible so all that they knew

11'&8

that sometime c1uring the second session they would receive ahock, but it never
came.

A aback was administered to the subjects in the shock group at the
start; ot the second session so they would know exactly how the subsequent
shocks 'Would teel. Since the subjects in the threat group did not get this
sample shock they almost unanimously asked how intense it would be and how
long it would last.

The subj ects in the ahock group also knew when the shock would occur
· because thq Are given a three second warning by the Bound of a bell which
gave them time to get ready for it. Again the subjects in the threat group
,

were denied this knowledge and. it is interesting to compare the actions of the
two groups in this regard. The subjects in the shock group usually sat leaning

r
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orward in a very attentive position while learlli.ng the .s., but whefJ. the
eU would sound they would stiffen in their chairs, stop moving the stylu.

hrough the grooves, wait for the shock, and then return to their

f~rmer

posi-

ion. The members of' the threat. group, on the other hand, usual.l1' sat in ..
ense and erect position all through the second sessionl/ The di.tur'banee over
he lack of knowledge as to when the shock would ,occur is reneeted in subject
's remark that,

It

I was curious

&8

to when the ahock was coming." ••• then when

made JlI::f first successful run it brought more amdety

uld come." Subject H said,

&8

to when the ahock

ItI felt .. great deal of' terudon on the last

ee triala which came flOm the fact that I expected a ahock which never
,It

Thue findings clearly seem to SUbstantiate the hypothelu that the
tective reaction resulting from a stress a1tuat1on &1•

.,1 varies with the

ognitive structure of that situation. One finding which deeerves further conideration, however, is the fact that the shock group did not 11gnif1cantl1'
fter from those in the control group in sp1te of the dUferenee between the
riaental situations. This does not coincide nth the findings of ~ichler2,

omlc1na 3,.8.rui Ha€gard,4 in the stud188 elisCUBaad previously in Chapter Two,

2 Eichler, "Experimental stress and Alleged Rorschach Indices of
etyn, Jour. of Abnorm. and Soc. PSlch. XLVI, 341

)

Tomkins,

"Exper:i.mental Study" of Anxiety", Jour. of Pa12ho1oV'

4 Haggard, "Some Oonditions Determining Adjustment During and Rejuatment Atter Experimentally Induceci stress", oontsporaq P8lChopatholoSl,
3$

r
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.A.ll t.hree investigators found t.hat actual shock caused reaotions which.were
Significantly different from t.heir control groups. This discrepancy in result.
can be accounted for in several way-s.
In t.he stuctr by Eichler, as well u

the one by Tomkins I no at tempt

Vlas made to control the cognitive st.ructure of the stress situation. Thus therE

is no way of knowing how much of the reaction shown by their subjects was due
to the aotual shock and how much wu due to the thought of impending shock. Another factor to be conaidered is that both Eichler and Haggard. delivered

shock~

of higher voltage than the one Wled in this study. Eichler used shocks of
twenty-five, thirty and thirty-five volt. and Haggard deUvered shocks of four
hundred volts, which is considerablY higher than the twenty volt shocks used
in this exper'..IJnent. Here it should be noted, however, that this large differ-

ence is offset by the fact that Haggard t s shocks were of a lower amperage. He
used eighteen microamps While the shock in this experiment was around eight
mUliampa. Still another factor whioh may explain the discrepancy in findings
i. that all three of these investigators used methods which are more sensitive
to affective reaction than is maze learning. Eichler empla,yed mental subtraction problems and the Rorsohach test, Tomkins used reaction time and motor
oontrol, and Haggard used minute physiological and motor reactions.
The discrepancy between the findings of this study and those of the
other investigators can then be accounted for in three ways. These are in
terms oft

differences of cognitive structure in the various stress situationsl

the insensitivity of mase learning for revealing minor arfective disturbances,

aild th~ relative13 small voltage used in the shocks ot this experiment.
While the shock used in this study is smaller than that used. in some

39
the other studies, there is little doubt as to whether it was

st~on~

enough

evoke an Affective reaction in the subjects. The subjective ratings, intro...
etive reports and overt reactions of subjects in the shock group all seem
substantiate this. They rat.ed themselves as high on the anxiet.y scale as
ose in the threat group and exhibited the same overt reactions. Examples ot
sse are perspiring hands, deep and rapid breathing, swearing at the experinter and. calling him names.

Goldstein5 and Camet"on6 both have a theory which probably explains,
etter than all the others, YllV shock in this experiment did not inhibit learning. They belif1'lTe that when fear is not too great it can act constructively by
stirnulat1ng the organism to action which will either remove it from the stress
situation or help to overcome it. This oould presumably be 'What happened in
the shock

b~OUP

for it had a decrease in standard deviation which ditfered

from both its own first session o.nd from the standard deviation of the threat

group on the second. session at a hiE::h level of significance. The homogeneity
exhibited by this group can be explained in terms ot the cognitive structure
of the stress situation. The knowledge of impending shock stimulated them to
learn the maze as rapidly as possible in order to complete the task with the
fewest number ot shocks. The olear cognitive structuring of the threat enabled
them to know definitely that they could reduce punishm.ent. Thus, subject J
remarked,

"I was kind of nervous till the first shock, then I tried to calm

-- ...........

.

,

5 Goldstein, The orsanism, 295-296
6 Cameron, The r.yehologl of Behavior Disorders, 248
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aam and fi.ni8h before the

next shock."

Seven of the ten subjects irt this

grOUP also stated in one way or another in their introspections that the

hought of shock had acted as a strong motive to learn the maae rapidly and
get out of the threat situation.
Because of this possibility one cannot say trom these findings which
situation caused. the greatest affective reaction. In a study done by Paintal.
on the galvanie skin responses of normals and psychotics to shock and threat

of shock, he found. that the responses of normals to threat of shock was only
fifty percent as great as for actual shock. 7 Since the intenai ty of the electrical stimulus is not reported, however, his study sheds little light on the
present problem for one has no YIfJ.Y' of knowing whether the shock was great
enough to elicit. much affective reaction. This is particularly true in light
of the fact that the shock was Given first and then threat of further shock

was given. 'fhis could easily have served to cognitively structure the stress

situation so that threat of future shock no longer held much threat. Thus,
one can on:Q' be safe in saying that in the present study J the unstructured
stress situation wu more detrimental to maze learning. The affective reaction
to actual shock may have been just as great or perhaps even greater, but the
clear cognitiva structure in this stress situation may have enabled the sub-

jects to u.se it constructively. More research Will ha.ve to be done in this

area,

Of

using a More sensitive indicator than maze learning, varying the ahock

No~s

425-428

7 Autar S. Palntal, "A Comparison Of The Galvanic Skin Response.
and Psychotics", Jour. of E!Per1mental PSlcholo~1 XLI, June, 19,1,

.

.

cU.££erently, and equating tor IQ and neurotic personal components, in order
to substantiate this hypothesis.

CHAPTER VI
StlW.{A RX AND CONSLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to determine the relative effect of

stress, 1nd:uoed by electric shock and. threat of shock, on mase learning in a
cogn.itive~ st~tured

and unstructured. situation. In other worda, an attempt

was made to disoover i f there is a difference in mue le;:,.rning performance between subjects reacting emotionallY to ,stress situations differing only in
cognitive .tructure. In the event that a difference would occur, a f'urther
objective of the experiment was to determine which of the stress situations
produoes the greatest affect and which ot the two is more detrimental or ad.vantageous to maze learning.
A suney of the theoretical literature on fear and anxiety from
philosophers J like Spinosa and Pascal, to present day clinicians, like Gold...
stein, revealed great divergence in theory and terminology regarding this topic. In spite of these differences, it was fOUI!d that most of the theorists
seem to stress the cognitive factor

&8

one of the central elements in &n1 re-

action to threat. Cognitive unclarity is seen as essential for the arousal and
perpetuation ot anxiety and is the factor responsible for the feeling of helplessness which is an integral part of it.
While most of the theorists, especially those in the clinical area,
seem to agree on this point, little experimental investigation has been done
in order to substantiate or disprove it. Four experimental studies were cited,
however, which do shed some light on the problem.
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The first of the studies revealed that subjects under threat of elecric shock do show signs of anxiety as indicated by Rorschach :Lnd1ces. It also
eJllonstrated that this reaction to threat of shock sign1ficantl¥ interfered
ith the ability of subjects to do simple arithmetical calculation mentally.
The second of these experiments, which was done on laboratory rats,
h01red that animals who were allowed to terminate electric shock themselves

ere less punished by it than the animals who could not control it, although
the intensity and duration of shock was the same for each group. This difterence was interpreted as a result of the greater cognitive struoture present
or the rats who could control shock.
The third study revealed some interesting purel¥ qualitative ohserations. A shock of constant intensity was thought to have a diffex'ent effect
if the subject knows exactly how intense it will be and how long it will last

than if the subject is kept uninformed regarding this.
The most pe.rtinent experiment, which was discussed. imrolved subject
ho received electric shock a few seconds after the appearance of certain recurrent stimulus words in a word association

list~

Some of the subjects were

aware of the connection existing between the shock and a certain word, while
to others, the shock came as a complete surprise. Half of the subjects were
permitted to administer the shock to themselves while the other half of the
groap were shocked by the experimenter. All aspects of the autonomic and motor
reactions to the shock itself were found to be greater for subjects who were
unaware of the connection between the shock and stimulus and were also greater
for those who were shocked by the experimenter. These differences seem to
point to the general inability of the unawa.re subjects to adequately tolera.te

~he

stress imposed during the experiment and clearly demonstra.te the importanct

•

of differences in cognitive structure.
The experimental group in the present study consisted of thirty whitE
wale students who were attending graduate and professional schools. The materials used were an electric shock apparatus and two stylus mazes of comparable
difficulty. The entire experiment was divided into two sessions.
During the first session each of the thirty subjects was required to

learn the stylus maze while blindfolded. The criterion of learning was two suecessin trials Without error. All during the first seSSion an attempt was ma.d.e
;.

to put the subject at eas.e and avoid giving him the impression that he was being challenged, although he os urged. to complete the maze learning in the

leas~ number of trials Possible.

The thirty scores obtained were then matched into three groups of
ten in such a way as to make all three groups as much alike in maze learning
ability as possible'. The critical ratios of the differences between the meana
and standard deviations of the tl"liee matched groups were found to be clearly

insignificant. Thu8 J the three groups were of virtually equal maze learning
.-r-

ability before differential treatment during the second session. The groups
were then arbitrarily .assignEld as e1ther_ a threat, a shock or a control group.
When each subject in the shock group came for the second session he
wu told that he would again be required to learn a stylus mase while bllndfolded. The only difference was that it would be a different maze, of comparable di.t'ficulty, and. that he would receive an electric shock every ten minutes
three: seconds aiter the sound of

&

bell. Each subject was then g1 yen a sample

-
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Shock so he would know exactly what it would feel like.

The procedure for the subject. in the threat group, during the sec-

ond session wu exactly the same as fOl" the shock group with the exoeption
that they were not given a sample shock and. were not told how long it would
last, when it would oocur nor how intense it would be. They were merely told
that sometime during the learning period they would receive shook and that the
experimenter might wait until the very last second before the subject completed the task before administering it. No shock was given to the subject. in

this group however.

The procedure for the control group was identical with that of the
first session with the exception that they were required to learn the second
mase. A recore was kept of the number of trials required by" each of the sub-

jects in the three groups, to learn the maze, and at the end of the second
session each subject was asked to rate himself on a scale for subjective anxiety and make introspective reports.
The results showed that the control group exhibited a significant
reduction in mean number of trials on the second session. Since the mazea were
of comparable difficulty, this reduction can only be attributed to the familiarity with ~the male learning situa.tion which the subjects gained during the
first session. The subject. in the shock: group showed. an equally significant
red:llction in mean number of triall on the second session and, in addition, had

a. significantly saller standard deviati on. The subjects in the threat croup
did not exhibit a reduction in mean number

or

trials, however. In fact, the

mean of the threat group was significantly' higher tha.n that ot the other two
groups, and. the standard deviation was signi.fica.ntly greater than that of the

r
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shock group.

•

On the selt-ratings of subjective anxiety the control group report-

ed Uttle or no tension as a result of the leam1ng situation. The reports of
the threat and shock groups wore approximately equal with estimates rangi.ng
.from slightly moderate anxiety to just about severe.

Since t.he groups were of equal maze learning ability before d1tf'erential treatment I and since all three groups had the same opportunity to become familiar with maze learning during the first session, it would be expected that all three groups would show the same significant reduction in mean number of trials shown by the control group, unless performance was altered by
differences in eXP6rl.mental conditions. This wa.s substantiated for the shock
group because the performance of these subjects was almost identica.l with that
of subjecta in the control group on the second session. From this it can be
conclud.ed. that administre.t,ion of shock in situations having clear cognitive
struct.ure does not inhibit maze learning.
Contrar7 to what would be expected from the perfonnance of these two
groups on the second session, the tLreat group did not exhibit any improvesllent
over the first session. Since these subjects were unable to profit from their
first experience with maze learning, it can be concluded that threa.t of shock
under unclear cognitive conditions does eignificantlY inhibit maze learning.
In regard t.o the original objectives of this study, it seems clear
that subjects do show

8.

difference in maze learning peri'ormance as a result of

stress situations differing in cognitive structure. Thia, in general, eubstantiates the importance ot the cognitive element in any situation involving tear

and axutiety. The results of this stuqy also seam to indicate clearlY that the

-
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affective reaction to an unstructured stress situation is more detrimeutal to
maee learning than the reaotion to a situation having clear oognitive struoture. This does not mean that the unclear oognitive structure produoes the
greatest affeotive reaction however. The subjeots receiving the actual shock
reported as much subjective anxiety as those in the threat group. Thus it is
entirely" possible that the structured nature of the situation for the shock
group enabled these subjects to use their affective reaction constructivelY.
to UIIe it as a motivation for learning the maee a.s rapidly as possible to free
thEBll from the stress conditions and reduce the number of Shocks. This would
seem to be substantiated

by

the significantly smaller standard. deviation of

shock subjeots during the second session as well as their introspective reports. More research will have to be done, however, in order to test this
poasibl11ty.

r
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APPENDIX I
THE DESIGN OF THE MAZE USED DURING
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APPENDIX II
THE DESIGN OF THE MAZE USED DURING
THE SECOND SESSION
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APPENDIX III
SAIlPLE OF THE RATING SCALE AND
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